
Getting started with NMR

� Hardware

� NMR sample preparation

� starting on the NMR spectrometer

� troubleshooting

� pulse calibration

Practical Introduction
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HARDWARE - MAGNET

STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS!!

For Work on NMR Spectrometers:

� NO PACE MAKERS!

� NO FERROMAGNETIC MATERIAL (keys, 

screw drivers, …)

� NO MAGNETIC CARDS (bancomat,…)

� NO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

� NO WATCHES

� NO DATA STORAGE DEVICES (magneto-

optic discs, floppy discs, tapes, …)
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MAGNET and PROBEHEAD
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Volume for 5mm tubes:

standard tube: at least 400µµµµl, better 600µµµµl

shigemi tube: at least 20mm volume height (~ 250 µµµµl)

Buffer and Salts:

buffer without protons (KPi)

lowest concentration to obtain stable sample (20 mM)

avoid bubbles

NMR SAMPLE PREPARATION
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1) Use the Correct Quantity of Material.

If about 0.2 to 0.3 millimoles can be dissolved in 0.7ml, the spectrum will take no more than about half an hour to record. If 

the quantity of material is halved, the data accumulation time will be quadrupled. 

2) Remove All Solid Particles.

Solid particles distort the magnetic field homogeneity because the magnetic susceptibility of a particle is different from that 

of the solution. A sample containing suspended particles thus has a field homogeneity distortion around every single 

particle. This causes broad lines and indistinct spectra that cannot be corrected. So that there are no solid particles in your 

samples, you must filter ALL samples into the nmr tube. 

3) Make Samples to the Correct Depth.

Sample depth must be between 4.5cm and 5.5cm. Shorter samples are very difficult to shim, and cause considerable delay 

in recording the spectrum. Samples that are too long are also difficult to shim and are a waste of costly solvent. You should

check your sample depth using a ruler. After preparation, you should ensure that the cap is pushed fully onto the tube to 

minimise solvent loss through evaporation.

4) Use Deuterated Solvents.

Samples must be prepared using solvents that contain deuterium in place of hydrogen. The NMR signal from the deuterium 

nuclei is called the NMR lock and is used by the spectrometer for stabilization. 

5) Use Clean Tubes and Caps.

NMR tubes should be rinsed with acetone or some other suitable solvent, then dried with a blast of dry air or nitrogen. Do 

NOT dry tubes in a hot oven because it does not remove solvent vapour effectively, and solvent peaks will appear in your 

spectrum. Tubes must be capped, and caps should be treated the same way as tubes. You must not use NMR tubes with a 

chipped or broken top because they are dangerous, and very likely to splinter lengthwise. 

6) Label Your Samples.

This is best done with a permanent marker directly on the top of the tube, or on the cap. If you use a sticker or a piece of 

tape, your label must stick smoothly on the tube. 

7) Use an internal reference.

8) Degassing Samples.

Some samples need to be degassed or have oxygen removed. 
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pH

to obtain exchangeable protons: lowest possible (5-6)

Oxygen free preparation

best: glove box

NMR SAMPLE PREPARATION
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Primary data reduction:250-1000 different integrated regions

No a priori knowledge of the class of samples Model for the prediction of independent data
Use class information to maximise separation 
among classes

NMR-based metabolomics: the concept



pH changes



pH changes (…)



pH adjustment



Temperature effects



Temperature equilibration



Before acquisition:

Frequency-field lock



Before acquisition:

Probehead tuning/matching



Before acquisition:

shimming



Before acquisition:

Shimming
(adjusting homogeneity

of magnetic field)



Before acquisition:

Pulse length calibration

A set of 1H spectra of H2O acquired using different pulse widths.

Process the data as 1D. Adjust the phase for pure absorption. Use the same phase correction for the rest of the records.



Spectrum processing: window multiplication



Peak shape: absorption/dispersion modes



Spectrum processing

Phase modulation



Phase correction



Baseline correction, receiver overflow


